
 

 

 

Dexter’s shopping list Kasper’s shopping list Dood’s shopping list 
Meaty chunks     2 for 90p Mice                            95p Catapult                     £5.35  
Bones               79p each Fish                             77p Water bombs                 99p 
Biscuits             1 bag for £4 Cream                          66p Match cards                £3.55 
Water               90p each Sardines                        86p Bouncy ball                    85p 
Chew                3 for 90p Ball                              78p Slime                            69p 
Bed                        £9.99 String                           65p Pens                         £3.48 
Fish bits                      85p Feather                         91p Glue                             67p 
 

 

Dood bought a catapult, 2 
waterbombs and a bouncy 
ball.  How much did he 
spend? 

 

 

Kasper had £9.00, how 
many balls of string can be 
buy with this money? 

 

 

Dexter gazed into the pet 
shop window and wanted to 
buy 16 meaty chunks.  How 
much would this cost him? 

Dood decided to buy 9 
bouncy balls, how much 
would this cost altogether? 

 

Kasper found a bag of 
treats that consisted of 7 
cans of sardines and 8 mice.  
How much did this cost 
him? 

 

Dexter found a £10.00, he 
bought a bed and 3 chews.  
How much change did he 
get? Did he have enough? 

If you bought a feather, 
some glue and a bed.  How 
much would he have spent?  
Can you draw the 
coins/notes? 

 

Dood bought 7 balls.  He 
had £8.00.  Was this 
enough? If so how much 
change/more did he need? 

 

Dood had £12.00, which 
items could he buy that 
came to £12.00 or slightly 
less? Show your working 
out. 

Dexter had £9.00, what 
items could he buy that was 
near to this amount but not 
greater than?  He has to 
buy more than one item. 

 

Dexter dog wants 12 chews.  
How much will that cost? 

Kasper needs 4 mice to keep 
him full, he only has £3.00.  
Can he buy these mice? 
Explain why. 
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Year 4 word problems 
using all 4 operations 

  

Read the question, circle the 
key information, write a 

number sentence and answer.. 


